
For R 

For R 

Access to

reports is

generally

easyRPL useful

feature to

connect

directly to

DAD system 

available

through the

dashboard it is

comprehensive 

Hello Zone 
Say hello and tell us where you are from. 

OG & USM Access & Reporting 2.0 Workshop 

Goals for workshop: 

Provide a comprehensive overview of the UCD Applications system,

including CAO & Garda Vetting reporting, whilst also focusing on

reporting changes to the Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) for users. 

Act as a guide for shaping the agenda for development work in terms

of discussing and identifying user requirements for benefits of staff in

their roles and in supporting students. 

Enable staff to have 'ready access to the information they need' to fulfil

their roles as emphasised under UCD Dx Transformation strategy. 

Looking to the future: gather inputs with a view to streamlining and

prioritising for integrated services for delivery. 

UCD Registry - Admissions Information Workshop 
Hi from Amy,

Creative

Futures

Academy 

Hello Everyone,

Gillian (visiting

sea turtle) rom

Philosophy 
What works well? 

5 

Hi all! Alessia

from

Admissions 

Hello all!

Debra
Emma

from Ops

Group 
Hi all. Jb from

College of 
CAO- Garda

Vetting 

Shelly. Engineering

and Architecture

College Office (aka

visiting spider) 

Hello all 

Hi all!

David from

UCD Quinn

School 

Hi All,

Giuseppina

from

Computer

Science 

Ciaran

from

USM 

How-do, Valerie,

College of

Engineering and

Architecture

Programme

Team 

Michelle

Eng & Arch 

RPL  UCD Apps

Science

Office 

Major

improvement with

integration with

Delegated

Authority System 

Use

Delegated

Tasks

currently. 

Irene -

visiting

Lobster 

Hola 

CMcC

Engineering 

Hello All!

DOD 

Hi. I'm Orlaith

from UCD

Quinn School

of BUsiness 

Hi All, Amy

from EAG, IT

Services

here 

10mins

breakout

room

Use one post it for each point/ item you wish to highlight 

Aoife - Quinn

School of

Business 

Group

1 
Question 1- What Works Well? 

Brainstorm here

What works well? 

ecord
 p

urp
oses

Link to a short video for 1st

time Mural users 
Open link

MURAL BASICS 

Welcome to MURAL. Know

what, why, and how to use

MURAL before your Operation
meeting.

Have a look You are using MURAL as part of reports
a meeting or workshop. Here is

around and 
Navigate and 

or use the

menu on the

left to add

postits 

a short overview of what, why, useful 

controls on the Double click 

get used to 
zoom in/out your meeting. Learn more about

MU...

Mural using the 

Admissions

staff

expertise and 
guidance 

Historical data

is available in

the net accepts

which is useful 

Support is

available if

you have

questions 

When data is Picture not available and how to use the tool before 

Multiple

ways to

review the

data 

Youtube

bottom right

Try using the

outline to

navigate the

sections

Don't worry,

you won't

break

anything 

Use Ctrl

Z to

UNDO 

Test your skills

by adding a

post it to the 
'Hello Zone' 

If Lost please

select the 'Follow

Host' option on

your profile @ the

bottom screen 

Removal of

paper based

applications

and data

transfer 

Capture a list 
of

improvements 

Objectives 

Admissions'

Presentation 

Understand

concerns of 
staff 

Prioritise

Improvements 

Share

information 

Training 

Workshop approach 

Q1. Brainstorm

'What works well?' 

Q2 . Discuss '&

Prioritise 'What

opportunities for

improvement exist' 

Discuss List of

Priorities 
Feedback Survey

& Next Steps 

Question 2- What Opportunities for Improvment exist? Prioritise them from Left to Right 
Group

1 

Question 2- What Opportunities for Improvment exist? Prioritise them from Left to Right 

Question 2- What Opportunities for Improvment exist? Prioritise them from Left to Right 

Question 2- What Opportunities for Improvment exist? Prioritise them from Left to Right 

Question 2- What Opportunities for Improvment exist? Prioritise them from Left to Right 

Group

2 

Group

3 

Group

4 

Group

5 

Question 2- What Opportunities for Improvment exist? Prioritise them from Left to Right 

Question 2- What Opportunities for Improvment exist? Prioritise them from Left to Right 

Question 2- What Opportunities for Improvment exist? Prioritise them from Left to Right 

Group

6 

Group

7 

Group

8 

Brainstorm Opportunities here 

Brainstorm Opportunities here 

Brainstorm Opportunities here 

Brainstorm Opportunities here 

Brainstorm Opportunities here 

Brainstorm Opportunities here 

Brainstorm Opportunities here 

Brainstorm Opportunities here 

Prioritise your Improvements from Left to Right 

This would change my life .................. This would make things a bit better..................... 

This would change my life .................. 
This would make things a bit better..................... 

This would change my life .................. This would make things a bit better..................... 

This would change my life .................. 
This would make things a bit better..................... 

This would change my life .................. This would make things a bit better..................... 

This would change my life .................. 

This would make things a bit better..................... 

This would change my life .................. 
This would make things a bit better..................... 

This would change my life .................. 

This would make things a bit better..................... 

Prioritise your Improvements from Left to Right 

Prioritise your Improvements from Left to Right 

Prioritise your Improvements from Left to Right 

Prioritise your Improvements from Left to Right 

Prioritise your Improvements from Left to Right 

Prioritise your Improvements from Left to Right 

Prioritise your Improvements from Left to Right 

This is just an

example 

Group

9 

Brainstorm Opportunities here 

Question 2- What Opportunities for Improvment exist? Prioritise them from Left to Right 

Prioritise your Improvements from Left to Right 

This would make things a bit better..................... 
This would change my life .................. 

This is just an

example 

This is just an

example 

This is just an

example 

This is just an

example 

This is just an

example 

Refinement of

management

reports eg

transfer

applications

appearing in with 
non-EU 

Garda vetting -

radiography start

clinical from Stage 1

- January. Can

these groups be

prioritised for

processing/vetting 

In the RPL system,

still have to

download

information to share

with Programme

Director to review

applications 

Tracker Mgt

Reporting -

Drilldown by

academic

year etc. 

More active and

earlier alerts (to

School/Coll.Office)

for Doc. Verification/

Missing Documents

(PG taught) 

Prioritise 

Email

Notifications for

RPL

applications 

Room to customise

suite of various letter - 
conditional, offer,

regret letters. One size

does not fit all. e.g.

deposit section

doesn't apply to every

student. 

The lack of

ability to set

manual

parameters on

the reports (eg -

date ranges) 

RPL - It would be great if

an approved application

could be sent directly to

Delegated Authority for

approval rather than

manual entry particularly

for UCD students 

Staff only set

up form -

can't save in

draft without

submitting 

Bring back the

Programme

Dashboard - really

important at the

start of the year

for stage 1

entrants. 

Consider systematic

capture of

communications -

connect systems up

more 

Could the Number of

Reports be filtered  -

huge array of

Admission reports

visible but not all

accessed by the Team

members. 

More than 1

letter to

select from 

Once the decision is made

by Gov Board, the RPL

process should be

automated as opposed to

manual i.e. the application of

the credits should be

possible to administer bu the

relevant School/College

office by a few clicks of a

button 

Alerts for new

applications or

applications

requiring action 

Confusion on

Management

v Operational

Admission

Reports 

External UCD 
credits delays in 
transfer- needs 

more work, once

approved should

be automated for

RPL 

Encrypted docs are

time consuming and

should be able to

Download in one

transaction 

Flagging of

'New'

applications to

separate out

from others

viewed 

Martin is

Great :) 

RPL still a complicated

process with systems

not connected going

back forth between

approved on RPL &

DAD - you need to

remember to move

between and check 

Improve viewing options

in reports eg:  Current

Applications Summary -

by Team - you have to

move across the screen

to view all the columns

and major is then out of

view 

Automation of

Change of Mind

Processing

- Banner can be

different to

InfoHub 

large number

Student Recruitment

Survey Results  -

not all accessed at

School/Programme

Office level ?? 

Too many steps for

RPL approvals i.e.

approving both in

DAD and in the

student facing RPL

system. Duplication

of work. 

Incorrect

Applications

(wrong PhD) 

Systems

terminology

difficult - credits

graded & non

from external to

UCD 

CAVEAT: may have

misinterpreted this point:

More extensive reporting on

applicant numbers -

Applicant nos at capacity for

a programme but Agents

continue contacting with

prospective students (not

universally experienced) 

Access to reports

which are broken

down by

applicant rather

than application 

Summary of applicant

Qualification form

rather than free text

comments 

centralised database

that compares

modules between

colleges and

universities so that

RPL decsions can be

reached quickly 

For R 
ecord
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ecord
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For R 
ecord

 p
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For R 
ecord

 p
urp

oses

 

Opportunities for

Improvement 

6 

Brainstorm in your groups suggestions. 

Use one post it for each suggestion for improvement. 

When you have your priorities, drag them onto the

'happy to neutral' spectrum to the right. 

Next Steps 

6 

Collate

Feedback

for Units 

Response 
shared on

webpage 

Progress

check in

during

summer 

Sign Up to

next

workshop 

Collect

Survey

Feedback for

planning 

Mural for

Reference 

Send on

Feedback to

operations

group & usm 

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING 

What, in your experience, are 
the areas you or your team

find challenging when

reporting in your role? 

Feedback

Survey 

How do we know if we ran a

successful workshop? 

This survey will take 5 mins to complete on the link below 

OG & USM Feedback Survey 
Open link 

What else would you like to see 
covered next time? 

What are your key takeaways? 

Is there any other information that

you would like that is not currently

included in the reports? 

7 

10mins

breakout

room

Is there any other information

that you would like that is not

currently included in the

reports? 

Are there any other reports/

information you would like to

see? 

Group

2 
Question 1- What Works Well? 

Brainstorm here

What works well? 

ecord
 p

urp
oses

Personell support from

Admissions Team 

Personell

support from

Admissions

Team very good 

OA and RPL systems

have improved over

the years, less

onerous and more

user friendly

enhancements 

Ref RPL 

Email

notification of

individual

submissions 

Group

4 
Question 1- What Works Well? 

Brainstorm here

What works well? 

For R 
ecord

 p
urp

osesQuestion 1- What Works Well?
Group

3 

Brainstorm here

What works well? 

Use Animal

Experience

reports for

CAO

Applicants 

Global

ateam is

brilliant 

Martin is a

great help

and very

responsive

Alessia is a

great

support 

RPL - It is a great 
system - it really 

helps that we

can view RPLs

by Team 

Graduate

Admissions 

Information

that is

needed is

there 

Nessa is

great! 

Improvement comprehensive

in RPL system 
and detailed

reports available 

Michelle 

Group

5 
Question 1- What Works Well? 

Brainstorm here

What works well? 

ecord
 p

urp
oses

Garda vetting -

radiography start

clinical from Stage 1 -

January. Can these

groups be prioritised

for processing/

vetting 

Major

improvement with

integration with

Delegated

Authority System 

RPL huge

improvement

by Major is

divided up 

CAO

breakdown

by cohort 

Divided by

Major,

alphabetised

or

chronological 

Options by

country

Summary of

offers- clear 
process 

Admission

reports very

useful and

categorised

appropriately 

Question 1- What Works Well?

For R
Group

6 

Brainstorm here

What works well? 

Current

Applications

Summary - by

Team 

is very helpful 

Admissions team(ALL

OF THEM) knowledge

very good and

extremely clear advice

(shoutout particularly

to Martin's patience,

however!) 

Admissions

reports and 
system: Works 
well: response

time works well; 

Garda Vetting:

Integration with

InfoHub very

positive and

removed

paperwok

Explanation of

differences 
between reports 

(Martin's

presenation)

very helpful 

Access to

CAO reports

not

widespread 

UCD

Applications

System seems

to work well

overall 

Current App.

Summary by

Team: works 
very

effectively 

Group

7 
Question 1- What Works Well? 

What works well? 

Brainstorm here

What works well? 

Question 1- What Works Well?
Group

8 

Brainstorm

here 

What works well? 

d 

Group

9 Question 1- What Works Well? 

Brainstorm here

What works well? 

Group

10 Question 1- What Works Well? 

Brainstorm here

What works well? 

Brainstorm Opportunities here 

This would change my life .................. 

Question 2- What Opportunities for Improvment exist? Prioritise them from Left to Right 

Group

10 

Prioritise your Improvements from Left to Right 

This would make things a bit better..................... 

Question 1- What Works Well?

Group

11 

Brainstorm here

What works well? 

Question 2- What Opportunities for Improvment exist? Prioritise them from Left to Right 

Group

11 

Brainstorm Opportunities here 
This would change my life .................. 

Prioritise your Improvements from Left to Right 

This would make things a bit better..................... 

This is just an

example 

Question 1- What Works Well?

Group

12 

Brainstorm here

What works well? 

Question 2- What Opportunities for Improvment exist? Prioritise them from Left to Right 

Group

12 

Brainstorm Opportunities here 

Prioritise your Improvements from Left to Right 

This would change my life .................. 
This would make things a bit better..................... 

This is just an

example 

This is just an

example 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdRKoO8RmUzxhxTaZLgXTFFOp9-wLToGeVBNjBC2T5LRHuteA/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdRKoO8RmUzxhxTaZLgXTFFOp9-wLToGeVBNjBC2T5LRHuteA/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=mhslj4-OSRM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mhslj4-OSRM

